Single crystals of HoIr 2 Si 2 with the body-centered ThCr 2 Si 2 -type structure (I4/mmm) were grown by Bridgman method from indium flux. Single crystal structure determination yielded a Si-z position of 0.378(1) in the structure. We excluded the presence of the high temperature phase with the primitive CaBe 2 Ge 2 -type structure (P 4/nmm) by powder X-ray diffraction. Magnetic measurements on the single crystals yield a Néel temperature of T N = 22 K. In the inverse magnetic susceptibility a strong anisotropy with Weiss temperatures Θ The field dependent magnetization shows a step-like behaviour due to crystalline electric field effects.
Abstract.
Single crystals of HoIr 2 Si 2 with the body-centered ThCr 2 Si 2 -type structure (I4/mmm) were grown by Bridgman method from indium flux. Single crystal structure determination yielded a Si-z position of 0.378(1) in the structure. We excluded the presence of the high temperature phase with the primitive CaBe 2 Ge 2 -type structure (P 4/nmm) by powder X-ray diffraction. Magnetic measurements on the single crystals yield a Néel temperature of T N = 22 K. In the inverse magnetic susceptibility a strong anisotropy with Weiss temperatures Θ [4] , no characterization of its physical properties was reported in the past. We therefore characterized the magnetic ground state of the LTP of this material. In contrast to LnIr 2 Si 2 compounds with the Ln ions Pr [5] , Nd [6] , Tb [7] , Dy [8] or Er [9] (Tab. 1), the study of Ho compounds by neutron scattering experiments is hindered due to its high absorption-cross section for neutrons. We therefore obtained information on the magnetic properties through bulk magnetization measurements. No successful single crystal growth of HoIr 2 Si 2 had been reported in the literature so far. We have grown HoIr 2 Si 2 single crystals from indium flux and present their characterization in this manuscript. The relative z position of the Si atoms was found to have a strong impact on the band structure and the Fermi surface topology in the ThCr 2 Si 2 -type structure [10] . We determined the single crystal structure and the Si-z position in HoIr 2 Si 2 to give reliable input for band structure calculations. • C with a rate of 300 K/h. After a homogenization period of 1 h the furnace was moved upwards applying a fast-move period (v = 100 mm/h) in the first and a slow-move period (v = 1 mm/h) in the second step. The first step was done to lower the temperature quickly to T 1 = 1535
Experiment

Crystal growth
• C after the homogenization of the melt. This avoids the long exposure at a high temperature which might lead to an enhanced pollution of the melt by the crucible material graphite. During the slow-move period, the crystal growth took place. This step was terminated at T 2 = 1090
• C. Afterwards, the furnace was slowly cooled down with 50 K/h to room temperature. The slow cooling rate was chosen to include an annealing period and to obtain crystals in the low-temperature ThCr 2 Si 2 -type crystal structure I4/mmm. Subsequently, the indium flux was removed from the single crystals by etching using 32% hydrochloric acid. This growth procedure yielded single crystal platelets of 2×3 mm 2 and a thickness of up to 650 µm with masses up to 30 mg. Fig. 3 (d) , shows a typical single crystal.
Characterization
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data were collected with a Bruker D8 diffractometer with CuK α radiation (λ = 1.5406Å) at room temperature. PXRD on crushed single crystals of HoIr 2 Si 2 confirmed the I4/mmm tetragonal structure and yielded lattice constants which are summarized in Tab. 2. For the single crystal structure determination the data were collected at 173 K on a STOE IPDS II two-circle diffractometer with a Genix Microfocus tube with mirror optics using MoK α radiation (λ = 0.71073Å) and were scaled using the frame scaling procedure in the X-AREA program system [13] . The structure was solved by direct methods using the program SHELXS [14] and refined against F 2 with full-matrix least-squares techniques using the program SHELXL [14] . The atomic coordinates determined by single crystal analysis are summarized in Tab. 3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements have been performed with an AMETEK EDAX Quanta400 Detector in a Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM) DSM 940A. The chemical analysis by EDX microprobe analysis confirmed the presence of Ho, Ir and Si in the single crystals. A quantitative analysis was not possible due to the overlap of the Si-K line and the M lines of Ho and Ir. The orientation of the single crystals was determined using a Laue device with tungsten anode. The analysis of 15 samples yielded that the dimension perpendicular to the surface is the [001] direction of the tetragonal lattice. The largest naturally grown edges point towards the [100] direction in HoIr 2 Si 2 as shown in Fig. 3 (d) . Four-point resistivity, heat capacity and magnetization measurements were performed between 1.8 K and 380 K using a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). 
Results and discussion
Temperature and field dependence of the magnetization
Temperature dependent magnetic measurements on the single crystals, Fig. 1 , left panel, show the ordering of the Ho 3+ moments at T N = 22 K. Upon increasing the temperature up to the Néel temperature, the moments fluctuate between the up and the down state which leads to an increase of the susceptibility. We determined the effective magnetic moments and Weiss temperatures from a linear fit between 200 and 380 K to the inverse magnetic susceptibility as demonstrated in Fig. 1 The field dependent magnetization within the ordered phase, Fig. 2 , left panel, shows a strong anisotropy for B 001 and B ⊥ 001. While for both in-plane directions, the magnetization increases nearly linearly, the susceptibility is nearly zero for B 001 in low fields. At T = 2 K, a metamagnetic transition occurs at B ≈ 1.4 T and a second one at B ≈ 4.1 T for B 001. This step-like behaviour is caused by the CEF anisotropy. For B 001, the magnetization reaches M(9 T) = 8.38 µ B /Ho 3+ which is slightly smaller than the saturation magnetization M sat = g J J = 5/4 · 8 µ B /Ho 3+ = 10 µ B /Ho 3+ . For B 001 a step-like magnetization occurs while for B 100 and B 110 no indications for field-induced phases were found. The B − T magnetic phase diagram for B 001 shown in Fig. 2 , right panel, was constructed from the field and temperature dependence of the magnetization. We found two field induced phases AFI at low fields and AFII at high fields. The magnetization and susceptibility data, Figs. 1 and 2 , strongly suggest that the magnetic moments order along the c direction.
Heat capacity and entropy
The heat capacity of HoIr 2 Si 2 , shown in Fig. 3 (a) , exhibits a pronounced anomaly at T N = 22 K, establishing a second order phase transition into the AFM ordered phase. The magnetic part of the heat capacity was determined by subtraction of the data of the non-magnetic reference compound from the HoIr 2 Si 2 data according to C 4f = C(HoIr 2 Si 2 )−C(LuIr 2 Si 2 ). The magnetic part of the entropy, S 4f , shown in Fig. 3 (b) , was determined by integration of C 4f /T . It reaches R ln4 at T N which is much smaller than the expected R ln(2J + 1) = R ln17 for the Ho 3+ ion indicating that the overall splitting of the crystal electric field (CEF) levels is much larger than T N . The increase from R ln4 to R ln12 above the Néel temperature to about 100 K can be attributed to the population of excited CEF levels. The entropy saturates at about R ln12 which is far below R ln17. This discrepancy is probably caused by the large uncertainty in the measured heat capacity data for T > 50 K.
Electrical transport
Electrical transport data, Fig. 3 (c) , show the magnetic transition at T ≈ 21 K and a slight anisotropy for current flow parallel and perpendicular to the [001]-direction. With RRR = ρ 300K /ρ 0 ∼ 25 for j ⊥ 001 and RRR = ρ 300K /ρ 0 ∼ 12 for j 001 the residual resistivity ratio is also anisotropic. Upon cooling below the Néel temperature, a drop of the resistivity is observed for both current directions.
Summary
In this work, single crystals of HoIr 2 Si 2 have been grown by a modified Bridgman method from indium flux. After an optimization of the temperature-time profile of the growth experiment, we obtained millimetre-sized single crystals. They have a platelet habitus, with the c-axis perpendicular to this platelet and formed in the I4/mmm tetragonal structure, which is the low-temperature phase. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on crushed single crystals confirmed this I4/mmm tetragonal structure with lattice parameters which are in agreement with the data published for polycrystalline samples. The PXRD pattern did not show any additional reflections belonging to the P 4/nmm structure. We additionally performed a single crystal structure analysis and determined the Si position to z = 0.378(1) in HoIr 2 Si 2 to give reliable input for the band structure calculations. We present a detailed study of the bulk properties, namely heat capacity, magnetization and electrical transport of HoIr 2 Si 2 single crystals. Our heat capacity measurements confirm the occurence of a second order phase transition at the Néel temperature T N = 22 K. The temperature and field dependence of the magnetization hints to the ordering of the magnetic moments along the c direction.
In the inverse magnetic susceptibility a strong anisotropy with Weiss temperatures Θ states, which are strongly influenced by the magnetic properties of the 4f electrons
